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AUTHORITY: This survey was carried out in accordance with the
instructions by the Director for Project CS-327, dated 20 June 1946.

LOCALITY: Kvičak River, Bristol Bay, Alaska, between the junction
of the Alaskan and Kvičak Rivers and four miles north of the settle-
ment of Kvičak, from Latitude 59 00 to Latitude 59 10, and from
Longitude 156 46 to Longitude 156 52.

SCALE: The scale is 1 : 20,000.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF AREA: The shore on the east bank consists of
low flat marshes with patches of alder bushes at the creeks and river
banks, with scattered trees becoming more dense from Levelock north.
Inshore, the ground elevates slowly with a tundra covering and wooded
sections of deciduous and coniferous trees. The west shore consists of
a narrow strip of grass marsh up to the settlement of Levelock.
North of Levelock, the wooded section starts at the river bank. The
ground elevates sharply inshore from signal BAT to 87 feet at the highest
part of a sand and gravel bank. This is the highest bank in this
section of the river. Northwest of the signal GEM, a ridge running
east and west was an elevation of 74 feet at the eastern end. The
terrain on this shore is thickly wooded with coniferous and decid-
uous trees. There are few mud flats in this section on the west
shore. However, on the east shore there is a mud flat from Tak to
Scud which extends out to about midstream.

CONTROL: Control for this survey was furnished by the triangu-
lation of J. C. Tribble in 1946 and by the personnel of the Ship
PATHFINDER in 1947. The positions are on the North American 1927
Datum (unadjusted field computation).

DETAILS OF SURVEY: This is a graphic control sheet for hydro-
graphic sheet 2147. Standard planimetric triangulation methods
were employed for locating the signals with a minimum of three cuts
in all cases. Representative sections of the HNL were rodded in
using stadia rods for comparison with the air photographs. These
air photographs are sufficiently clear to leave the rest of the
high water line to be delineated there from.

The decision was made to extend the hydrography to the
59° 10' Latitude, the limit of chart No. 8802, after the topography
was completed to signals AGAR and CAB. To accomplish this, a short
open end traverse was run from signal CAB to AGE. The stadia readings
and orientations were made with deliberate care to assure the accuracy
needed. A resection from AGAR at the end of the traverse checked. On the east bank of the river, two hydrographic signals, PAG and BOB, were established on the high water line north of signal AGAR. The high water line can be delineated from the boat sheet by drawing straight lines between these signals on the smooth sheet. This method will be sufficient for this area as only a few local indians navigate the river north of Levalock.

JUNCTIONS: This sheet joins PP-3-47 on the south at triangulation stations WOG and TAK. There are no surveys above the north limit of this sheet.

MAGNETIC DECLINATION: The magnetic meridian was taken at WOG and SCUD. The results at WOG on this sheet checked the reading on Sheet PP-3-47. The reading at SCUD was in agreement with the observations made by the magnetometer at Levalock. The declinatorie used was standardised at the Inglewood, Washington, Magnetic Station on the 16 April 1947. No correction is necessary.

GEOGRAPHIC NAMES: There will be a separate report submitted on geographic names for this area.

RECOVERABLE TOPOGRAPHIC STATIONS:
NEW- East gable yellow school house.
RAG- S. E. gable, three story silver house.
ZAG- East gable white-washed barn.
EIG- Wooden tower at West gable house.
LAX- Center small white-washed house.

All of the above are described on form 524.

LANDMARKS FOR CHARTS: There will be a separate report submitted on the landmarks for chart in this area. See Chart Letter 470 (1948)

Respectfully submitted,

Robert C. Darling
Lieut.(jg) USCGS
Ship PATHFINDER

This graphic control survey has been compared with contemporary hydrographic surveys. No further review by the Hydrographic Survey Section is necessary at the present time.

F. A. Dinomore
3/22/49
NAUTICAL CHARTS BRANCH
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